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Appendix  

Observation sheet 

Variable Indicator Yes No 

Pre-Activity a. Greeting    

b. Pray together    

c. Brainstorming    

While Activity a. Using recording & transcripts    

b. Using Live listening    

c. Noticing-Gap-activities    

d. Drilling and Chants    

e. Writing tasks    

f. Dialogues    

g. Task Repetition     

h. Presentation & talks    

i. Stories, Jokes, & Anecdotes    

j. Drama, role-play & Simulation    

k. Discussion & Debates    

l. Conversation     

m. Outside-class speaking    

Post Activity a. Giving homework     

b. Reinformation    

c. Giving motiation    

Source: adapted from Thornburry (2005) 
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Appendix 2  

Interview sheet 

1. What is the most strategy you used in teaching speaking? 

Answer: using dialogues, discussion and classroom conversation 

2. What is your reason in using some strategies in teaching speaking?  

Answer   : I use some strategies in order to make students feel excited 

3. How do you make students active in classroom? 

Answer: I changes the strategy every teaching 

4. How does students reaction when you changed the strategies?  

Answer: they feel excited 

5. Please explain about dialogues when you teach speaking! 

Answer: practicing dialogues has a long history in language teaching-not 

surprisingly. Since language is essentially dialogic in its use and any 

grammar structure or lexical area can be worked into a dialogue with a little 

ingenuity. Dialogues practice also provides a useful change of focus from 

teacher-led classroom interaction. I often used dialogue in pair work. 

Students will memorize the dialogue then I ask them to move in front of class 

to practice. It was easy but based on my experience it was not effective to 

improve students speaking skill. For example, teacher gave students dialogue 

script, and then they must practice it. 

6. Please explain about Discussion when you teach speaking? 

Answer: the best discussion in the classroom is the one that is spontaneously 

arise in the English speaking class , either it is because of the students 

personal experience that they report in the classroom or from text 

7. Please explain about Conversation when you teach speaking?  

Answer: I gave topic for students and gave students time to think about the 

topic and then ask them to talk each other 

8. What is the most students’ favorite strategy?  

Answer: some favorite strategies to study speaking, one of them are story 

telling. Telling story is a creative art form that entertained and informed 

across centuries and cultures 
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9. What is the most teacher favorite strategy?  

Answer: dialogue and conversation became the most strategies used by 

teacher. It means teacher pretend those strategies is easy to understand by 

students 

 

 

 

 


